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	Refrigeration controllers
	Multiplexed cabinet refrigeration controllers
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                        Multifunction controller for multiplexed normal and low temperature ventilated applications with 4 defrost management
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Multifunction controller for multiplexed normal and low temperature applications with electrical or hot gas defrost function
                        

                        K: OS open board  (or in GS format)
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                        Multifunction controller for normal and low temperature ventilated applications with 20A defrost relay and light relay
                        

                        K: OS open board  (or in GS format)
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                        Multifunction controller for normal and low temperature ventilated applications with defrost relay and light relay
                        

                        K: OS open board  (or in GS format)
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                        Multifunction controller for normal and low temperature ventilated applications with auxiliary output
                        

                        K: OS open board  (or in GS format)
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                        Advanced multifunction controller for normal and low temperature ventilated applications with EEV management
                        

                        K: 8 DIN Rail (also in OS format)
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                        Advanced multifunction controller for normal and low temperature ventilated applications with on/off electronic valve management
                        

                        K: 8 DIN Rail (also in OS format)
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                        Advanced multifunction controller for normal and low temperature ventilated applications with auxiliary and alarm outputs 
                        

                        K: 8 DIN Rail (also in OS format)
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                        Advanced multifunction controller for normal and low temperature ventilated applications with auxiliary and alarm outputs and ON/OFF electronic valve management
                        

                        K: 8 DIN Rail (also in OS format)
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                        Keyboard, 6 key for XM400 controllers
                        

                        CX: 32x74mm, panel mounting
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                        Keyboard,6 key for XM400 controllers
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Keyboard, 6 key for XM400 controllers
                        

                        V: 100x64mm, panel mounting
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                        Keyboard 8 key for XM400 controllers
                        

                        L: 38x185mm, panel mounting
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                        Keyboard, 8 key for XM400 controllers
                        

                        V: 100x64mm, panel mounting
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                        Keyboard, 6 key for XM600 controllers
                        

                        CX: 32x74mm, panel mounting
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